
Jung’s Analytical Psychology 
History 

- Jung began to use psychoanalytic treatment, with word association technique rather 
than free association (analyst selects word and patient responds accordingly in line 
with world) 

- Freud perceived Jung as his successor, and they worked together, interpreting each 
other’s dreams  

o Tension emerged as Freud did not want his dreams further interpreted  
- Divergence in views of unconscious in 1913 

o Jung: Unconscious has deeper level (collective unconscious) connected to 
ancestors à connection between people, explaining synchronicity and 
coincidences 

o Freud: Did not want to abandon theory, viewed Jung’s belief as mysticism  
 
Influences of Analytical Psychology 

- Based on self-analysis + self-experience rather than clinical case studies 
- Influenced by myths, religion and anthropological writing  

o Rather than sexual libido (Freud)  
- Attempted to explain dreams with symbols that we have not had contact with, 

‘coincidences’ which could not be explained 
 
Structure of Psyche 

 
1. Conscious ego: Conscious part of personality, including thoughts, feelings and bodily 

sensations within awareness  
a. Similar to Freud’s ego 

2. Personal unconscious: Ideas withdrawn from consciousness by repression because 
they are threatening to ego 

a. Similar to Freud’s dynamic unconscious 
3. Collective unconscious: Inherited mode of functioning in deepest level of psyche, 

containing archetypes (functional units) which lead to similar thoughts and ideas in 
people 



a. Deeper than unconscious described by Freud  
 
Achetypes 

- Archetypes: Innate psychic centres inherited from ancestors which à similar 
thoughts, feelings and ideas in people irrespective of class, rate, etc.  

o Collective unconscious = collection of archetypes 
- Self: Central nucleus that integrates whole personality, containing power from the 

collective unconscious  
- Examples of archetypes:  

o Mother: Idea of mother/caretaker 
o God/Christ: Spirituality and religion 
o Hero: Sense of good and evil, and that good defeats evil 
o Persona: Mask presented to others when meeting for first time 
o Self: Composite of opposites (reconciliation) which generates personality 

§ Represented by mandala (symmetrical, concentric circle) represented 
in many cultures, suggesting a shared unconscious  

§ Most important  
- Comparable archetype theories: 

o Claude Levi Strauss: Unconscious infrastructures 
o Chomsky: Universal language acquisition device 

- Bad reception of Jung’s archetypal theory due to:  
o Timing: Was ostracized at time since Freud’s theory was dominant, and 

conflicted with emerging behaviourism 
o Refutability: Isn’t refutable/testable as theory states as ideas rather than 

empirically e.g. mythological examples 
 
Synchronicity 

- Occurrence of two events which are meaningfully linked but not linked 
causally/teleologically i.e. ‘coincidences’  

- Represent connections with others e.g. dreaming of something that later occurs 
 
Empirical Support for Jung’s Theory 

- Jung had an introvert/extrovert theory  
o Introvert: Ego faces collective unconscious and archetypes (internal world) 
o Extrovert: Ego faces reality and persona (external world) 

- Theory could be tested (unlike the rest of analytical theory) e.g. through Myers 
Briggs type indicator  

o However test differs from original conceptualized theory  
 
Evaluation of Jung’s Analytical Theory 

Refutability Human Agency Causality/teleology Nomothetic/idiographic 
Word association 
test and 
personality types 
are testable 
Collective 
unconscious, 

People create own 
experience 

Both causal and 
teleological – 
acknowledged 
effect of past, but 
emphasized 

Nomothetic (structure 
of psyche and 
archetypes) + 
idiographic (distinct self 
and personality) 



archetypes and 
synchronicity are 
not  

motivational 
behavior for future  

 
Behaviourism (Watson + Skinner) 

- Second force of psychology (after psychodynamic theory) 
- Introduced the effect of environment on formation of self 

 
Assumptions of Behaviourism 

1. Evolutionary continuity: Human and animal behavior are not different in kind, only in 
complexityà can generalize observations in animals to humans 

2. Reductionism: All behavior is due to the workings of the nervous system 
3. Determinism: All behavior is caused by environmental stimuli’s effects 
4. Empiricism: Only deal with phenomena that can be observed, measured, 

manipulated and tested 
 
J.B. Watson 

- Founder of behaviourism: Crystallised separate ideas e.g. classical conditioning, and 
publicised behaviourism in a paper (Psychology as a behaviourist views it) 

o Was president of APA  
o Continued publishing about behaviourism after leaving academia  

- Attacked theories on unconscious and mental processes which were not observable 
(psychoanalysis) 

- Study of behavior (observable) rather than personality as an unobservable construct  
 
Historical Influences of Behaviourism 

- Classical conditioning by Pavlov: Pairing food (US) with bell (neutral stimulus) à 
salivation (UR) in dog 

o After repeated pairings: Bell (CS) à salivation (CR) 
- Watson proposed that emotions were classically conditioned reflexes  

o Ultimately life, status and behavior could be defined by upbringing + 
experiences 

- Little Albert study:  

o  
o 6 pairings of loud sound (US) w/ white rat (CS) 
o White rat (CS) à fear (CR)  
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o Generalisation to similar objects e.g. rabbit, dog, furry object and white mask  
- Limitations of Little Albert study:  

o Reliance on only one subject 
o Insufficient experimental stimuli to test generalization effects 
o Subjective observer’s account of pairing process (not recorded) 
o Unreliable assessment of emotional response (subjective, based on 

crying/not) due to lack of technology  
o Insufficient follow up of conditioning + how long it lasted 
o Confounding instrumental and classical conditioning paradigms  

§ Pairing of stimulus à classical 
§ Albert also interacted with stimuli à instrumental 

 
Personality as Habit Systems 

- Personality = ‘learned habit systems’ i.e. behaviours consistently observed over a 
long period of time, produced from experiences; stable after 30 y.o.  

- *Little Albert provided limited support of this as they did not follow up 
 
Evaluation of Watson’s Radical Behaviourism 

- Incorrectly assumes that people are blank slates which are defined by environmental 
stimuli (Sà R) 

o There is a strong genetic component à behaviour 
- Effect of conditioning + environment limited by:  

o Biological limits 
o Species-specific behavior 
o Innate dispositions 

 
Skinner’s Behaviourism 

- Personality is determined by environment but thought is also present (but not 
causal) – environment still ultimately most important  

- Operant conditioning (compared to classical in Watson’s theory) 
o Individual’s response is instrumental to learning (must occur first) 

  
Watson Skinner 
Behaviours are involuntary + triggered by 
stimulus (classical conditioning) 
Sà R 

Behaviours are voluntary + reoccurrence 
depends on consequences of behavior 
(instrumental conditioning) 

- Behaviour must occur before the 
stimulus to be reinforcing (rft 
contingent on R) 

- R <-> S 
No ‘private events’ e.g. emotions and 
memory, thoughts 

Private events: Internal events – thoughts, 
memory, motivation which consider a 
stimulus reinforcing à R reoccurring 

Environment determines behavior Environment provides occasion for 
behavior (although still most fundamental) 

 



o  
- Reinforcement contingencies:  

 Appetitive (Good outcome) Aversive (Bad outcome) 
+ve contingency 
R à O 

Reward 
+ve rft 
↑ R 

Punishment 
+ve punishment 
↓R 

-ve contingency 
R =/= à O 

Omission 
-ve punishment 
↓R 

Avoidance 
-ve rft 
↑ R 

 
‘Personality’ in Skinner’s Behaviourism 

- Is not personality in that it doesn’t describe internal environment (thoughts and 
feelings not as important as environment)  

- However considers environment as actively influencing ‘personality’ + learning 
 
Limitations of Skinner’s Behaviourism 

- Cannot explain why stimulus is reinforcing if there are no internal processes e.g. 
emotions and desires 

- Cannot explain how stimulus is reinforcing for a response that can take a long time 
to occur, if there is no internal process i.e. it must create motivation 

- Cannot explain where the voluntary responses (which need to occur first to à S) 
come from – why do they occur initially? 

 
Behaviourism vs Psychoanalytic Approach 

Behaviourism Psychoanalytic 
Mental states are not causal (although 
Skinner considers them) 

Mental states are causal – id, ego, superego 
+ their balance à determination of self + 
personality 

No unconscious + repression Unconscious is the focus 
No subjective meaning of anxiety Anxiety = ego repressing Id’s wishes 
Personality irrelevant – focus on behavior Personality most relevant 
Behaviour determined by external causes Personality determined by internal drives + 

external forces (id’s desires balanced by 
reality) à interplay of id, ego, superego 

Experimental method  Case-study method 
‘Scientific’ discipline w/ focus on testability 
+ observable  

‘Unscientific’ as unconscious + theories are 
unobservable and difficult to test 



 
Evaluation of Behaviourism 

Refutability Human Agency Causality/teleology Nomothetic/idiographic 
Highly refutable as 
based on 
observable 
behavior 
(easy to identify 
learning 
contingencies in 
lab, harder in real 
world) 

Purely 
deterministic (by 
environment)  
No free will 

Causal – personality 
defined by previous 
reinforcement 
(But Skinner 
considers responses 
which à rft) 

Nomothetic w/ general 
conditioning paradigm 
 
Idiographic w/ personal 
rft histories 

 


